ChanrL:er reviews
Six Sonatas for solo violin, which are regarded
by many as the only viable successor to the
unaccompanied works by Bach. But there
is much more yet to be discovered and ali
the music on this disc has a magnetically
haunting appeal, not least the meditative and
delicate Andante in B minor for string quintet
(1891), full of intense melancholy but

becoming more passionately assertive at its
central climax and resolving ethereally in
D major. The String Quintet in B minor
(1894) is inscribed to "mon frdre Th6ophile"
(the composer's younger brother). It is the
longest work here (20 minutes) but in a single
movement more restless and animated than
its companions, sometimes passionate but
with a moving expressive kernel of nostalgia.
The String Quartet began life as a "Trio
de Londres" but was turned into its present
format by the composer's grandson, Jacques.
It opens with something of the touchingly
refined lyricism of the other works but
t}ren surprises the listener by introducing
a complete and satis$.ingly structured fugue,
and has a positive conclusion. It was also
Jacques who found the PaganiniYariations
(originally for solo violin) among his
grandfather's unpublished works and
arranged them with great effect for string
quartet. They are also intimate and winningly
contrasted between lyricism and virtuosity
(impressively realised here) to make a
neat finale to a concert of music full of

individuality and character.
The performances are immaculate in both
execution and ensemble, and very sensitive

in their feeling for the composer's elusive
but memorable muse. The recording is
truthful and beautifully balanced in an ideally
intimate acoustic. This will prove a real find
for lovers of French chamber music, notably
of Ravel and Debussy.
lvan March

died, yet already he'd made enough
of an impression for the older composer
to recommend his Clarinet Trio to his

own publisher, Simrock.
It's perhaps not surprising that much of the
music on this new Praga disc has a Brahmsian
flavour to it. Sometimes this seems to act
as a launch pad for Zemlinsky's imagination,
such as in the Two Pieces for string quintet
(a texture Brahms had made his own),
a soaring first piece followed by a glinting
scherzo. Brt elsewhere, particularly in the
substanrial Cello Sonata, the influence can
seem burdensome. Yet, as ever, perception
is vasdy affected by interpretation,
particularly when the music is not of the first
rank. On this new reading, cellist Michal
Kaika takes a broader tempo for tlre opening
movement that weighs ttre music down and
merely emphasises its lack of an individual
voice. Othmar Miiller on Naxos is fasterflowing, to good effect, and also benefits from
more characterful piano-playing in the finale
from Christopher Hinterhuber. In the slow
movement, though, it is the new performance
that is more persuasive, avoiding the
temptation to over-emote. The characterful
Three Pieces for cello and piano, composed
when Zemlinsky was barely out of his teens,
are a more compelling proposition, with the
composer packing much into t-heir brief span.
To open the disc, a fascinating torso:
Zemlinsky's unfinished setting of a poem by
Richard Dehmel for soprano and string
sextet. Here is a whiff of the mature composer
in the vividness with which he reacts to the
tragic text and the luminosity of the stringwriting. The performances are more than
serviceable without being visionary. But the
booklet-notes are a model of erudition.
Harriet Smith
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selerted comparison:

a wealth of engaging
music superbly delivered. There are familiar
items, albeit in less-well-known guises, such
Nbdniz's Astarias in a finger-blistering

x

transcription by Pine herself (which almost
convinces that this is how Alb6niz may have
first "heard" the music) or Tarrega's
Recuerdos de la Alhambra in a fine
arrangement by Ruggiero Ricci.
For many, a major delight will be
in encountering previously unknown
repertoire (there are eight premieres here),
such as Roque Cordero's serious-minded
Rapndia Panamefia, Rodrigo's Capriccio or the
pair of idiomatically composed works by
Manuel Quiroga who was the dedicatee of
Ysaie's single-span Sixth unaccompanied
Sonata from Op27- perhaps the most
concentrated item here and which is written
in the form of a habafrera. There are fun
items too, not least in the final track, AIan
Ridout's l97l Ferdinand the Bull, delightfully
rendered by Pine and H6ctor Elizondo.
Pine's gift as arranger are also showcased in
her rendition of Piazz6lla's third Etude con
Libertango, right from the opening bar. She
catches its Latin swing to a nicefy and her
playrng throughout is nothing less than
idiomatic. Some pieces here inhabit that
shadowy world where the tune but not the
provenance is known, such as Jesus Florido's
arrangement of the Romance or Balada
Espagfiola, Esp6jo's Prilude Ibdrique andJos6
White's Study No 6 (A Secundino Arango).
To all Pine brings the same virtuosity and
delight in communication. Splendid sound,
too, in a close but resonant recording.
Guy Rickards
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Jos6 Serebrier's Aires de Tango, written
specially for her, at a touch over eight
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String trios by three young men who
went west during Paris's golden age
This mixed group of
works for string trio were
all written when the
composers were living in
Paris during that period
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when it was the centre

loomed large over latel9th-century AustroGerman composers,
nowhere more so than
in the field of chamber
music. Alexander

Zemlinsky was only 25 when the great man
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An absortring programme of lberlana

played with skili on a single fiddle
This is Rachel Barton
Pine's 12th CD
recording for Qedille
and while it may lack
a single large-scale,
weighty piece (the
longest single item is

of the music world. The first of the two
Martinfi trios (1923) was the very first work the
Czech composer wrote on his arrival there.
Amazingly, after the initial performances
tlre score was lost: it was discovered in the
Danish National Library as recendy as 2005.
It opens strikingly with hints of
neoclassicism, using playdrl p izzicatos lerding
finally to a gentle close. The central slow
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